
 

Junior Analysts or Trainees  

Accuracy Spain – Madrid & Barcelona  

 
  
Are you a final-year student, a young graduate or a young professional eager to become a highly skilled  

consultant and work in a challenging multi-cultural environment? Looking for a career where you 

will operate and grow in a stimulating, international team and be rewarded for your efforts and 

achievements? Looking for an organization that fosters the entrepreneurial spirit of its consultants? 

JOIN OUR SPANISH TEAM! 
 

About Accuracy 
Accuracy is a young, fast-growing and exciting company with offices all across Europe, in Asia (New 

Delhi, Dubai, Singapore, Hong Kong, Beijing), Africa (Morocco) and Canada. 

We provide financial advisory services to corporates and institutions to support their strategic and 

critical decision-making in transaction, dispute and crisis environments. 

For further information visit www.accuracy.com.  

 

Job description 
As a Junior Consultant or Trainee, you will find yourself immersed in some of the most interesting disputes 

and high profile transactions in the world. You will work with your team to provide technical, 

analytical and reporting assistance to a diverse portfolio of law firms, companies and financial 

investors. You will contribute to expert reports addressed to clients, Courts and Tribunals.  

No two projects are the same and you will be constantly challenged and required to think creatively to 

support the delivery of high quality services to our clients. You will be able to learn and grow 

rapidly thanks to our professional development program and positive expectations policy. 

Find out more about Careers at Accuracy  

 

Requirements 

We are looking for exceptional candidates who are analytical, dynamic and self-confident, yet 

humble. You will need to demonstrate curiosity, enthusiasm, willingness to learn, a commercial 

interest, common sense and attention to detail. 

Our consultants come from a variety of backgrounds but all of them: 

• Have studied a quantitative discipline such as finance, accounting, economics, math or 

engineering. 

• Possess excellent oral and written communication skills. 

• Are proficient in MS Office (VBA, big data and other programming skills are also valued). 

•    Are fluent in English and Spanish with a high level in a third language (preferably French or Portuguese)  

 

Application 

If you tick those boxes, we would love to hear from you so please send your CV and cover letter 

to careers.spain@accuracy.com 
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